Established in 1966, **ECPI University (East Coast Polytechnic Institute)** is a pioneering career education institution with over 60,000 distinguished graduates. Offering accelerated programs, hands-on curriculum, dedicated faculty, and strong industry ties, ECPI is committed to transforming lives through education.

As a recognized Center of Academic Excellence in Cyber Defense Education, ECPI University takes pride in equipping students with the skills necessary for careers safeguarding the nation’s digital infrastructure. Utilizing a year-round schedule, ECPI delivers a valuable and quality-driven educational experience tailored to adults who want to earn their bachelor’s degree in as little as 2.5 years.

ECPI University’s applications-based curriculum allows students to gain the necessary knowledge and skills in cybersecurity policy, practices, and procedures. With careful consideration to the ever-changing cybersecurity landscape, the university consistently evaluates and enhances its programs and facilities, aiming to enrich the student experience by closely reflecting real-world scenarios.

Through quality education, hands-on learning, and a supportive environment, ECPI University is dedicated to helping students and alumni achieve their career goals in the exciting field of cybersecurity.
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